SEMICONDUCTOR TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES have enabled designers to integrate more functionality in a single chip. As design complexity increases, many new design techniques are developed to optimize chip area and power consumption, as well as performance. Traditionally, yield improvement has been achieved through process improvement. However, in deep-submicron technologies, process variations are difficult to control. As a result, many design decisions significantly affect yield. Therefore, designers should consider yield-related issues during the design phase.
Existing methods
In a zero-skew design, the circuit's longest path delay limits the shortest clock period. Properly assigning clock arrival times to each sequential element or introducing clock skew at various storage elements can help operate a circuit at a higher clock frequency. 1, 2 Because timing failure is the major cause of yield loss, proper clock skew assignment for performance and yield is extremely important. Previous works attempted to reduce susceptibility to delay defects caused by process variations by finding a clock skew schedule that minimizes the number of paths with small slack. 3, 4 However, as we show in this article, these approaches might not always improve yield, and the researchers did not verify their results with a yield model.
Clock period optimization
To increase operation frequency, designers have adopted techniques such as circuit retiming and pipelining to balance path delays in different parts of the circuit. Because path delays usually cannot be perfectly balanced, the application of clock skew scheduling can further optimize the clock period.
1-3 Figure 1a shows an example circuit with three flip-flops. The maximum and minimum path delays between FF i and FF j are D ij and d ij , respectively. CP is the clock period, and T setup and T hold are the FF setup and hold times. Without clock skew scheduling and with zero slack, this design will have CP = max{D ij } + T setup . For this example, the value of CP is 4 where T setup = T hold = 0. However, to determine the optimal clock period with clock skew scheduling, we first define the clock arrival time to FF i as T i and the clock skew between FF i and FF j as s ij = T i -T j . By absorbing the FF delays as part of the path delays, we can write the hold time and setup time constraints as Yield-Driven, False-Path-Aware Clock Skew Scheduling Editor's note: This article proposes clock skew scheduling as a tool to address causes of performance-related circuit yield loss. It is an interesting example of how managing circuit-level parameters can have a direct impact on yield metrics and, therefore, a clear example of the direction of DFM research.
- There are also two sets of constraints stemming from the clock skew definition s ij = T i -T j . Path constraints require the sum of clock skews for paths having the same starting and ending flip-flop to be the same. Cycle constraints require the sum of clock skews of all cycles to be zero. Since all the constraints are linear, we can calculate the optimal clock period with linear programming solvers. 1 Deokar and Sapatnekar use a graph-theoretic approach to solve the optimization problem.
2 They create a timing graph by replacing the hold time constraint of s ij with an h-edge with cost -(T hold -d ij ) from FF i to FF j , and by replacing the setup time constraint of s ij with an s-edge with cost (CP -D ij -T setup ) from FF j to FF i . Figure  1b shows the timing graph of the circuit in Figure 1a with zero T hold and T setup . Clock period CP is feasible if the timing graph contains no negative cost cycles. Therefore, we can obtain the optimal clock period through a binary search between [0, max{D ij } + T setup ] by applying the Bellman-Ford algorithm to the timing graph. In Figure  1b , the optimal clock period is 3, and the three s-edges form a zero-cost cycle. This is substantially better than a zero-skew clocking scheme.
Clock skew optimization
The optimal clock period and the clock skew schedule just discussed will result in low-yield Process variation introduces timing uncertainty to path delays. Assume that the maximum timing uncertainties of the minimum and maximum delays are both ±1 time unit. A simple way to guarantee that the clock skew schedule will have slack at least as large as the maximum timing uncertainty, is to preallocate timing margins of 1 time unit at both ends of the FSRs and then perform clock period optimization. In Figure  2b , the dashed line indicates one of the feasible clock skew schedules (s 12 , s 23 , s 31 ) = (0, 0.5, -0.5), and optimal clock period CP ′ is 4.5. The slacks on (e 12 , e 23 , e 31 ) are (2, 1, 1) . This approach increases the optimal clock period by an amount no less than the preallocated timing margin (1.5× in this example). Allocating a timing margin of maximum timing uncertainty is undesirable because the actual timing uncertainty cannot be accurately obtained, the maximum timing uncertainty is too pessimistic, and the ratio of clock period increase versus timing uncertainty can be large. In practice, product requirements usually determine the clock period, and we must find a clock skew schedule that maximizes yield.
A simple observation suggests that, to maximize slack, skew values should be chosen as close as possible to the middle points of their FSRs. Neves et al. formulate the skew optimization problem as a least-square error problem in which the error is defined as the difference between the skew and the middle point of the permissible range. 4 However, the formulation might reduce the slack of some skew values to zero to minimize the total error. Therefore, the resulting clock skew schedule might not be optimal in terms of yield. Albrecht et al. adopted a minimum-balance algorithm to maximize the slack of all skew values iteratively. 3 In each iteration, a parametric shortest-path algorithm solves a slack optimization problem that maximizes the minimum slack. The algorithm contracts the critical cycle that has the minimum average slack into a single vertex and repeats the process until all skew values are assigned. This algorithm ensures that the slacks along the timing-critical cycle are the same. However, it does not consider path delay differences between cycle edges, and its implementation is complex. Nevertheless, this slack-balancing clock-skew-scheduling algorithm is the most plausible method in the existing literature.
Yield-driven clock skew scheduling
In contrast to existing methods, our clock-skewscheduling scheme takes path delays and false-path information into consideration to improve yield. First we solve the slack optimization problem using a minimummean-cycle algorithm. Then we use a new slack distribution method that distributes slack along the most timing-critical cycle proportional to path delays. Finally, we use an efficient sensitizable-critical-path search algorithm for clock skew scheduling.
Iterative slack optimization
To solve the clock skew optimization problem, we must ■ identify the circuit's most timing-critical cycle, ■ distribute the slack along the cycle, ■ freeze the clock skews on the cycle, and ■ repeat the process iteratively.
Each slack optimization problem is equivalent to a minimum-mean-cycle problem, and a well-known method for solving this problem is Karp's algorithm. 5 We adopted a faster minimum-mean-cycle algorithm to solve the clock skew optimization problem. 6 After we determine the critical cycle's skews, the available slacks for the rest of the graph change accordingly. To determine the optimal slacks and skews for the rest of the graph, we replace the critical cycle with super vertex v ′. In-edge e uv from outside vertex u to cycle member v is replaced by in-edge e uv′ with cost w(e uv ) -T v . Out-edge e vu is replaced by out-edge e v′u with cost w(e vu ) + T v . Multiple edges from u to v ′ or from v ′ to u can exist after edge substitutions. Only the edge with the lowest cost in each direction must remain because edge cost is the upper bound of the corresponding skew variable. We can optimize the reduced graph again. The process continues until the graph is reduced to a single super vertex. Figure 3 shows the clock skew optimization steps with CP = 4.5. It involves two minimum-mean-cycle runs, and the final clock skew schedule is (s 12 , s 23 , s 31 ) = (0.75, -0.25, -0.5). The slacks on (e 12 , e 23 , e 31 ) are (1.75, 1.75, 1). Compared with Figure 1b , which has slacks of (2, 1, 1), this is a better schedule in terms of yield. Because this algorithm distributes slack evenly along the critical cycle, we refer to it as Even.
Slack distribution based on Gaussian model
The timing uncertainty of a long combinational path is usually larger than that of a shorter path. Therefore, the even slack distribution along timing-critical cycles performed by Even is not optimal for yield if path delays along the cycles are not the same. A gate's delay distribution usually matches a Gaussian distribution well. Observe that the sum of n(µ, σ) Gaussian distributions is an (nµ, n 1/2 σ) Gaussian distribution. As a rule of thumb, we would prefer to distribute slack along the most timing-critical cycle according to the square root of each edge's path delays. We justify this heuristic on the ground that the longest paths require relatively longer slack for correct functionality and improved yield. To achieve this, we can update the weights of the s-edges
where α ensures a minimum timing margin for each timing constraint. This is equivalent to preallocating timing margins of αD ij 1/2 σ and αd ij 1/2 σ to the right and left of the FSR for s ij . We gradually increase α and use the Bellman-Ford algorithm to detect whether CP is still feasible. After we find the maximum value of α, the edges along the most timing-critical cycle will have slacks equal to the preallocated timing margins. Finding the maximum value of α requires multiple runs of the Bellman-Ford algorithm, and each run is as expensive as solving a slack optimization problem. However, many edges in a circuit have sufficiently large slack. Therefore, we can perform proportional slack distribution only for the most timingcritical cycle. We assign the rest of the skews by iteratively solving slack optimization problems as described earlier. We refer to the algorithm described here as Prop.
Finding sensitizable critical paths
We know that many paths in the circuit are functionally unsensitizable (false paths) and that they don't affect the circuit's timing behavior. [7] [8] [9] Thus, to obtain superior clock skew schedules, we must find the sensitizable (true) maximum and minimum path delay for all pairs of flip-flops. Although there are numerous studies on identifying false paths 9 or sensitizable long paths, 10,11 none attempts to find the maximum and minimum delays of sensitizable paths between all possible flip-flop pairs.
We developed a new algorithm to efficiently identify sensitizable longest and shortest paths between each pair of flip-flops. For conciseness, we describe the proposed method for finding the longest sensitizable path only; the same method can be applied to finding the shortest sensitizable path. We treat source flip-flops as primary inputs (PIs) and destination flip-flops as primary outputs (POs) in the following discussion.
Dynamic delay path tree. First, we develop a data structure called a dynamic delay path tree (DPT) to efficiently identify functionally sensitizable paths. The DPT dynamically grows and prunes itself during the search process. The main purpose of using the DPT is to avoid explicit enumeration and sensitization of all structural paths that are candidates for the sensitizable longest path. Fuchs, Fink, and Schulz proposed a similar structure, called a path tree, 8 but its properties and purpose are different from those of the DPT. To describe DPT, we define a stem as a gate that has more than one fan-out branch, and a branch as a gate that has at least one input signal from a stem. A partial path is a path from a stem to a branch, and a subpath is a sequence of partial paths from PI to a certain partial path. Figure 4 shows an example circuit and DPT, which we use here to describe the DPT structure. Each DPT node is associated with a partial path and a subpath from PI to the corresponding partial path. A node's name represents the list of gates in the partial path. Superscripts uniquely identify a DPT node that ends with the same partial path but has different subpaths.
Before creating the DPT nodes and starting the search process, we calculate the expected delay (ED) for each gate. A gate's ED represents the maximum possible delay from that gate to PO. Whenever we create a new DPT node, we use the ED of the first gate in the corresponding partial path for the ED of that DPT node, and the ED guides the search process. When the process finds the longest true path, it modifies the ED value to the true path's delay. In Figure 4a , the initial ED value appears above each gate in the circuit.
Sensitizable-critical-path search algorithm. For a given PI and PO pair, the algorithm extracts the intersection of PI's fan-out cone and PO's fan-in cone from the circuit to define possible paths between the PI/PO pair. Then, the algorithm performs the search process twice for up and down transitions at PI. Figure  5 gives the algorithm's pseudocode.
For the selected PI, the algorithm first creates the root node and then initiates the recursion by calling the FindPath procedure on the root DPT node. FindPath contains three steps:
1. Check sensitizability.
Step 1 of Figure 5 uses functional sensitization criteria 9 and local mandatory value assignments to test functional sensitizability of the partial path for DTP node N. If a conflict is found during sensitization, the algorithm marks N as a conflict, and the procedure backtracks to its parent DPT node. Once it completes the sensitization step, the algorithm checks whether the DPT is fully grown to PO to terminate the recursion process.
Recursive advance in DPT.
With successful partialpath sensitization, the algorithm adds child nodes of the currently processed node to the DPT and chooses the child with maximum ED to be traversed recursively toward the targeted PO. Figure 4b shows that the sensitizability check is performed in the sequence of a 1 → cef 1 → ghk 1 first. Thus, the DPT grows only toward the path that can potentially be extended to the longest sensitizable path. 3. Traversal redirection. Depending on the result of recursive FindPath on the child DPT node, the algorithm changes traversal direction. Assume that the node ghk 1 found by the process has conflict and cannot be sensitized. First, the memory allocated for ghk 1 will be freed because this node will not be rechecked for sensitizability. Consequently, the EDs of all its predecessors will be updated as in Figure 4c . Also, while updating the predecessors' EDs, the algorithm finds that the search process direction must be changed at a 1 because path acefghk, originally expected to have a delay of 6, is a false path. Then, the algorithm backtracks down to a 1 and chooses b 1 as the next child to traverse. In this backtracking procedure, the memory-allocated sensitization information for cef 1 is not discarded because cef 1 will need retraversal if node b 1 is marked as a conflict or if the ED of b 1 becomes less than 4. Whenever the algorithm revisits a node, it restores the sensitization information, thus avoiding a repeated computation.
As previously mentioned, the search process is guided only toward the potentially longest sensitizable paths without explicit enumeration. Also, if many subpaths are shared by several longest paths, we can avoid repeated sensitization efforts for shared subpaths by using the DPT structure. We can easily modify the algorithm to find the K longest or K shortest sensitizable paths by traversing the DPT until it finds K sensitizable paths.
Using false-path information to improve yield
To reduce chip cost, different combinational paths usually share logic gates and their intermediate outputs when possible. However, this sharing creates many false paths that are unsensitizable. Clearly, some of the structurally longest and shortest paths can be false paths. As a result, path delay information without knowledge of false paths might be too pessimistic. By combining path delay information from our sensitizable-critical-path search algorithm with Prop, we can find a clock skew schedule likely to improve yield even further. Our experimental results substantiate this. We call the combined algorithm for falsepath-aware proportional slack distribution fp-Prop.
Earlier we demonstrated a method for slack distribution based on the approximated path delay uncertainties D ij σ. The simple approximation on path delay uncertainties should work well if the circuit doesn't have reconvergent paths and each gate delay is an independent random variable. However, delays of two gates are usually correlated if the distance between them in the layout is small. To better account for reconvergent paths and correlations between delay variables, we can use path-based statistical static timing analysis (SSTA) to obtain more accurate path delay distributions. We can extend Prop and fp-Prop to account for path delay uncertainties from the distributions and replace D ij 1/2 σ and d ij 1/2 σ with these new values to perform slack distribution.
Path-based SSTA requires a list of paths as input. Because there can be an exponential number of paths in a circuit, we must select a subset of paths for analysis. Our sensitizable-critical-path search algorithm can efficiently select the K longest or K shortest sensitizable paths for path-based SSTA.
Experimental results
Now we introduce a hybrid yield model that uses statistical timing information to speed up Monte Carlo simulation. We obtain the false-path information for benchmark circuits and compare the yields of our three clock-skew-scheduling schemes: slack-balancing scheduling (Even), proportional slack distribution scheduling (Prop), and false-path-aware proportional slack distribution scheduling (fp-Prop).
Statistical-timing-enhanced yield model
To estimate a clock skew schedule's yield, we must generate circuit samples according to the gate delay distributions and check the setup-time and hold-time constraints for all edges in the timing graph. Although the error of Monte Carlo simulation is proportional to 1/N 1/2 , where N is the number of samples, and independent of the sample space's dimensions, the time needed to verify a circuit increases significantly as the circuit size grows. Unlike the Gaussian distribution, which extends to ±∞, gate delay usually varies no more than a few standard deviations from its mean value. Using extend factor k such that kσ is a gate's maximum timing uncertainty, we can truncate the Gaussian distribution outside µ ± kσ and renormalize the distribution to describe a gate's delay distribution. We call this the truncated Gaussian distribution.
Agarwal et al. proposed a statistical timing analysis algorithm that generates the upper and lower bounds of the maximum and minimum path delay distributions. 12 The researchers proved that for a two-input gate with the inputs' probability density functions being f and g and the cumulative density functions being F and G, a pessimistic estimate of the latest input arrival time's distribution is fG + gF. Therefore, we need only perform Monte Carlo simulation for the combinational paths between a few flip-flop pairs, and the simulation time is significantly reduced (by a factor of 10 ~ 1,000), depending on the circuit size.
Sensitizable critical paths
Here we present the sensitizable longest-and shortestpath search result from the proposed method for ISCAS89 and ITC99 benchmark circuits. Table 1 presents the benchmark circuit statistics. Column "Str. pairs" lists the total numbers of (PI, PO) pairs that have combinational paths between them. The column "Diff-long" lists the numbers of structural pairs whose sensitizable longest paths are shorter than structural longest paths. The column "Diffshort" lists the numbers of pairs whose sensitizable shortest paths are longer than structural shortest paths.
For many of the ISCAS89 and ITC99 benchmark circuits, we observe that a substantial number of structural pairs have shorter or longer sensitizable path delays. In circuit b11s especially, more than 10% of all long paths have shorter sensitizable path delays and nearly 4% of short paths have longer sensitizable path delays.
Yield computation and relative improvements
We assume that gate delays are independent truncated Gaussian distributions with (µ, σ) = (1, 0.15) and extend factor k = 3. For each benchmark circuit, we first obtain the optimal clock period using the algorithm described earlier. In practice, an initial design's timing yield is usually not very high. To make reasonable comparisons, we choose CP such that the yield for the Even algorithm is between 60% ~ 80%. Table 2 shows the yields of the three clockskew-scheduling schemes for ISCAS89 and ITC99 benchmark circuits. The "Imp." columns show the yield improvement from implementing Prop and fp-Prop. The circuits that have sensitizable critical paths as long (short) as the structural longest (shortest) paths do not benefit from false-path-aware scheduling, and the table does not include their yield entries for fp-Prop.
Comparing Even with Prop, we observe that half the circuits have yield differences within ±5%. This is because the path delays along the critical cycle are similar, resulting in similar slack distributions. Thus, we can assume that the three methods are equally effective for all these circuits. However, the yield improvements for the rest of the circuits are significant, ranging from 12% to 53%. Of the eight circuits that have sufficiently many sensitizable critical paths shorter (longer) than the structurally longest (shortest) paths, two (s38417 and b11s) show additional improvement from Prop to fp-Prop. This result is not surprising because the edges with path delay differences might not contribute additional slacks on the critical cycle.
For b11s, the yield of Prop is lower than that of Even. Because Prop proportionally distributes slack to the critical edges regardless of false-path information, it can allocate more slack for a critical edge with shorter nonfalse path delay. By taking false-path information into consideration, fp-Prop achieved 13% improvement over Even. Figure 6 shows the three scheduling schemes' By proportionally distributing slack along a circuit's critical cycles and using information about the sensitizable longest and shortest path delays, we achieved substantial yield improvement in most of the benchmark circuits. For ISCAS89 circuit s35932, our method achieves a yield of 98.6%, whereas the traditional scheme achieves only 64.3% yield for the same clock period. For ITC99 circuit b11s, we have shown that false-path information is essential for yielddriven clock skew scheduling; without false-path information, traditional as well as proportional slack distribution will provide far lower yield than is possible.
OUR STUDY DEMONSTRATES the advantages of slack distribution methods that account for path length and are aware of false paths in a circuit. However, this approach is static in the sense that it is fixed before the design is implemented in silicon. It is possible to make postsilicon adjustments to the clock skew for a small subset of storage elements to recover some yield loss. Such methods are now under investigation. ■ 
